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(b.) Business firms advertising in the newspapers and asking 
for remittances for goods supplied, or to be supplied, should be 
advised by Chief Postmasters to request their clients to register all 
letters containing such remittances. 

553. If a registered letter be found open or imperfectly sealed 
the circumstance and full address of the letter must be reported, 
and the letter must then be closed with the authorized sealing-label 
in the presence of a second officer. 

554. Officers despatching registered articles are responsible fOl 

making all the entries required by the headings of the registered
letter list. It is a serious error to omit the number or the name of 
an office of either origin or destination. 

555. Registered articles despatched from one chief office to 
another, or to foreign offices, must be enclosed in the special regis
tered l)ags or packets. They are to be counted and checked by a 
second officer, who is required to initial the letter-bill or list, as the 
case may be, and to witness the sealing of the bag. 

556. If it should be necessary to delete or alter the entry of 
any registered letter on the lettercbill or list, the alteration must 
be attested by the initials of the officer who makes it; but, when 
practicable, it is better to substitute a fresh bill or list with the 
entries correctly made. 

557. On receipt of a registered-letter bag or packet, it must 
be carefully examined to ascertain that it has not been tampered 
with, and that it bears an impression of the seal of the office from 
which it was despatched. It must be opened apart from all other 
bags and packets, and at a table where there is no possibility of 
a letter being secreted. ~It must then be turned inside out and 
the letters checked with the registered-letter list and letter-bill. 
Should the list or letter-bill be missing, careful search must be 
made, and the folds of every letter or packet examined. The empty 
Iegistered-letter bag or packet must not be put aside until. the 
examination of the list and letters has been completed. When the 
articles are being checked against the registered-letter list or letter
bill the entries on the list or letter-bill are not to be struck out, but 
a pencilled tick is to be placed against each entry as it, is. checked. 
The officer checking entries of registered articles on the registered
letter list or letter-bill for the purpose of seeing that the relative 
registered articles have been correctly disposed of is to initial the 
registered-letter list or letter-bill, as the case may be. 

The officer who or who opens a bag containing 
letters must so completely satisfy himself as to the 

agreement between the entries on the list and on the bill and the 
registered letters to which they refer as to be able, if required, to 
make affidavit on "bhe In case of any discrepancy, a 
second officer must at once be called to certify to the articles 

and the fact ... ",,,,pt."" to the Postmaster, or to the officer 
in charge of the or of the Postmaster. 
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